
 
 

 
Monopoly Flipped  

A Cooperative Flip Dice Game 
 
Components Needed 

Flip Dice 
Monopoly 

 
Backstory 

Your vehicle has just broken down seemingly in the middle of nowhere.  You check 
your cell phone.  Of course it has no signal!  You remember there was an exit a mile or two 
back for a town called Monopoly.  You decide to walk to see if you can find someone to tow 
your vehicle in that town.  The hike is probably only 5 miles, but with the sweltering heat and 
obnoxious bugs, it seems like 25. 

You finally spot the town sign up ahead.  The sign sits atop a small gated entrance to 
a town that looks more like an old western fort than any kind of normal town you’d see 
today.  The whole town is fenced in with at least 20 foot tall wooden posts.  

You decide to knock on the gated entrance.  The small wooden gate creaks open. 
You can now see a small portion of the town inside.  You see nothing menacing, in fact, it 
looks fairly normal.  You decide to venture inside.  The gate creaks closed behind you. 

Almost immediately after the gate closes, you hear groaning coming from the gate 
operator over to your right.  Ahhhh!, you scream and run in the other direction.  From a side 
alley, a man grabs you and pulls you aside.  He warns you about the zombies that have 
overtaken the town like the gate operator you had just seen.  He says that nearly half of the 
town has turned.  He says that, during the day, the zombies don’t move at all, but you should 
stay off the streets at night.  

Then he asks you for your help.  He has a plan to escape.  He is an old train 
conductor and knows of a way out.  If you want to make it out of this town alive, you must 
find the four train parts and two generator parts, and you must meet him at the old mine car 
tunnel below the jail by dusk, seven days from now.  He tells you good luck and that he 
hopes to see you, alive, in seven days. 
 
Game Setup 

Lay out the Monopoly board.  Grab a piece of paper and a pencil.  Each player starts 
the game with 10 health points.  Set all the houses and hotels off to the side of the board. 
Ready the Flip Dice and set the 7-0 die off to the side with the 7 face up (this is the round 
marker) .  Set the four railroad properties and the two utility properties off to the side of the 
board.  In a two player game, give $900 to each player.  Three player game = $715 to each 
player.  Four player game = $625 to each player.  Place all players on the GO space. 
 
Goal of the Game 

The goal of this cooperative game is to collect the 4 train parts (located at the four 
railroad properties), and the 2 generator parts (located at the two utility properties).  You 
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collect them by landing on their spaces, and paying for the properties.  Then, you must bring 
the parts to the jail to be assembled by the old conductor.  As you travel around the board, 
you may drop off collected parts at any time as you pass the jail.  

Once all parts are collected and dropped off, all players must make it back to the jail 
before the 7th night in order to escape and win the game.  

 
Game Rules 

The game is to be played in seven rounds.  A round consists of two phases.  The first 
phase is the players’ actions during the day.  The second phase is the zombies’ actions 
during the night.  

Phase 1 - Players’ Actions 
Begin at GO on the board.  Must travel clockwise around the board.  Each 

player can perform up to 3 actions on their turn during this phase.  Each player may 
perform any of these actions in a single turn and may perform multiple of the same 
action.  One action must be a movement and you must move forward at least one 
space.  If you fail to move forward during your turn, the space you occupy becomes 
zombie infested and all players on the space lose 1 health and are pushed backward 
one space (if the jail becomes infested, you lose the game immediately).  

Each one of the actions listed below, costs 1 action each.  
1) Roll any or all Flip Dice (except for the die to mark which round it is that 

is set off to the side of the board) - Move total number rolled.  If you 
land on a property, you must determine whether the property is zombie 
infested.  Flip one die.  If it comes up colored (the low side of the die), 
the property is infested.  Lose 1 health point.  Place a hotel on the 
property to notify everyone that the property is infested.  Move 
backward one space (if that space is another property, repeat the 
process).  If a zombie infested property is landed on after it is 
uncovered, that player loses 1 health point and moves backward one 
space.  
If the die comes up silver (high side of the die), the property is safe. 
Place a house on the property (safe house).  You are welcome to stay 
in the house to stay off the streets at night, but must pay the amount 
on the property to stay there (not the cost of rent).  If you choose not to 
stay in a safe house, you must move backward one space. 

2) Buy the train parts or generator parts - After landing on a railroad 
property or a utility property, you may decide to take the needed part 
from that property.  At that time, you must pay the whole amount for 
the property in order to attain the needed part.  In a 3-4 player game, 
you may only hold one part at a time. 

3) Exchange money or train/generator parts - If after a roll, you land on 
and occupy the same space as another player, you may exchange 
money or train or generator parts. 

Phase 2 - Zombies’ Actions 
After Phase 1, if all players are safe in houses, take no action for the zombie 

phase.  But, if a player or multiple players didn’t find a safe house, the zombies 
attack.  Each player is attacked individually, except if multiple players share a single 
space.  Then they are attacked as a team, and may decide which player is taking on 
what number of zombies.  To carry out the attack, roll all three available Flip Dice (all 
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but the round marker).  Any dice that turn up colored are totaled and that is how 
many zombies are attacking the targeted player.  The player then must defend the 
attack.  The player flips a single die.  If it turns up silver, the player has successfully 
defeated one zombie.  If it turns up colored, the player loses one health point.  The 
player must flip to defend each zombie that is attacking.  Repeat this process for 
each player on different spaces in the street. 
Round End 

At the end of Phase 2, change the Flip Dice round marker down one (If it’s at 
7, grab the 6-1 die and place the 6 face up.  Now the 7-0 die is in play for the next 
round). 
Notes 

All spaces besides the property spaces are just street spaces (outside and 
vulnerable to zombie attacks at night).  

The railroad and utility properties are street spaces as well (whether you have 
collected the parts from the spaces or not). 

The Jail is a safe house that you don't have to pay to use. 
The Go to Jail space has an underground one-way tunnel that goes straight to 

Jail.  You may choose to use the tunnel if you'd like, but you must land on it exactly in 
order to use it. 

If you run out of money, you are no longer able to purchase train or generator 
parts.  Also, you are no longer able to stay in a safe house (if you land on one, you 
must move backward one space). 
 
Winning the Game 

All parts and players must make it to the jail before the 7th night (before the 
round counter gets flipped to 0) in order to escape the town alive through the old 
mining tunnel.  If the players make it there early, they cannot camp on the Jail space. 
They must continue on their way because the old conductor won’t have the escape 
vehicle ready and players must move forward on their turn or risk zombie infestation.  

To win, players must make it back to Jail before the 7th night and no sooner 
(they do not have to land on it exactly).  Then, the players must fight off one last 
zombie attack as it turns to night.  To carry out the final attack, each player must roll 
all three available Flip Dice and fight off the total number of zombies rolled (may 
decide who attacks what number of zombies).  If all players survive the final attack, 
they jump on the vehicle with the conductor, escape the town of Monopoly Z, and 
have won the game. 
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